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KEY DEFINITION 
SPIRITUAL UPGRADE 

 

Every person marked as a prophet will have various spiritual attributes that will make them a 

prophet. That person—the spirit part—will have to grow significantly to carry the weight of the 

message placed in their calling.  

 

Under the Christian faith, a person can only see and hear spiritual details with a particular will 

from drinking by a spiritual connection to Yahweh. With prophets, the spirit part of that person 

must grow in authoritative governing nature and take on changes within to carry the spiritual 

weight (duties, challenges, workload), to give them ways to fill up with the surging wisdom, power, 

and calling that God placed upon them from the early stages. It’s called a spiritual upgrade, where, 

based on how much work is given, that level of work will determine how much the person’s spirit 

will have to be prepared and upgraded to walk in the fullness of the calling given. God has to create 

a prophet from birth, not from man’s ordinations. A prophet has a way within their spirit, based 

on calling and spiritual upgrades, that enables that person to walk in the fullness of the work given 

for them to carry. Without the spiritual upgrades, a novice will not have the enduring way to handle 

the office duties without wavering.  

 

God takes His prophets through hard tests and spiritual stripping at greater levels than other office 

gifts so that they will honor their God and speak His will. There is a full knowledge that 

punishment, in the removal from office duties and surging power, will be the payment for rebellion. 

These spiritual upgrades enable the servant to take in great levels of spiritual downloads directly 

from Yahweh. And with the spiritual upgrades, there will be the ability to endure heavy prophet 

work and battle warfare. No prophet can be ready for Kingdom work with natural schooling only. 

Preparation includes a wilderness stripping of will, a cave training, where Yahweh separates the 

person from what they hold dear to come and get a full overview by Him.  
 


